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Progress on Mike Sebastion’s Tiger Moth
Bottom LH wing is done
and I made some
changes. Got rid of the
2 dowels that were
supposed to be installed
in the wing, not sure
what they were for.
Changed the aileron
leading edge to Balsa
and put a bevel on it.
Changed the aileron
servo mount to
something a little more
normal. Also changed
the hinge points to
Robart hinge points.
Hope the other wings go
faster as this is a pretty
intensive build. Hoping
to have this ready for
margareeeeee, doubt it.

Covered half a wing today with Oracover. It's the first time I have used this
product and I am impressed. Goes on really well especially on curves. Only
drawback is it is expensive.

Photos by Mike Sebastion
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Some changes are happening at the ASRCM field

Our landowner is busy clearing land to grow additional hay for his dairy operation.
Much treeline clearing is happening all around the field. Photos by Al Eastman
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HEFA Weekend – March 20/21, 2021
Brian Gray reports: What a morning at SP on this first full day of Spring! Great
turnout. Lots of facemasks. Lots of social distancing. Thanks to those that recorded
their presence as required per our COVID-19 Return to Flying document.

Photos by Tim Fotheringham
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New build of an older model
Jon Eastman tells the story: Barb had mentioned many times that she wanted to
build an airplane so I had been on the lookout for awhile now. Dad and I both had
one of these many years ago and they were a blast to fly, and I remember those days
very well. I asked on a couple of Facebook groups if anyone had a new one in box
and sure enough someone did and for a very good price. It came from South Dakota
and only took a week to get here. I have ordered a motor from the Eflite V900 for this
plane and will run it on 4s. That will be lots of power for it. I found that out after flying
Geoffs V900 back home in Nova Scotia. That is a very powerful airplane.
Unfortunately the motor isn't here yet. So tonight Barb started working on it. Free
labor I guess😁. I am looking forward to it as it was something I really enjoyed many
years ago. Making it electric will be even better.”

Photos by Jon Eastman
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Yarmouth South West Flyers spring activity

Yarmouth "South West
Flyers day at the field
March 22”

Photos by Terry Bullerwell
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Some work on Kevin Bissett’s tiger 60

Finally back to working on the
Tiger 60. I vacuum formed a new
canopy for it. It turned out well.

Photos by Kevin Bissett
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David Lancaster’S P-38 FMAC

Work on the P38 “ARF” continues. Lots of servos, linkage, and wiring
jammed into each boom.
It’s like trying to build two very slender airplanes at the same time, and
both have to match each other and line up the same...

Photos by David Lancaster
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Jim Gavel’s zero update

Work has been progressing on the Zero so I thought it was time for an update.
After the wing, fuselage and tail surfaces were completed it was time for the covering. I had
had good luck with the ¾ oz fiberglass cloth and Deluxe Eze-Kote finishing system used on
my Spitfire so that was an easy choice. The one difference was with control surfaces that
were open construction and required a product capable of spanning open areas. I decided
on Sig Koveral with butyrate dope for this.
Once all surfaces were done it was time for primer and sanding. Two coats of high build
primer with lots of sanding in between, and maybe a little bondo for the inevitable dings and
dents. I matched a color chip to represent the Zeros used on the Pearl Harbour attack and
purchased Manor house latex paint from Home Hardware. Once the paint had dried it was
time for some detailing. I decided that I would forgo the raised panel application I had used
on the Spitfire and instead used a simple lead pencil to scribe the panel lines onto the
fuselage and wings. These lines were carefully wiped to more closely represent the actual
lines of the fighter. Air intake blisters were added along with exhaust stack. At this point I
got to use my trusty air brush and added some shading and accents around the exhaust
stack .
I tried to apply the decals provided over the latex finish but they would not stay down. Once
I have sprayed the polyurethane clear coat over the latex I will try again.
So that’s about it for now, I’m hoping to get the clear coat sprayed this week and then start
assembling all the parts back together. Hopefully she’ll be ready for test flights next month.

Photos by Jim Gavel
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Northumberland modelers spring flings.

An icy day at the club field
on March 6th and a return
with much better weather
on March 14th.
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Jon Eastman’s Citabria balance by Mike Sebastion.

Mike explains the system he uses: the system I used is from Xicoy and it uses 3
transducers, 1 under each wheel. It connects by Bluetooth to my Ipad The App is
very basic but very functional. It gives you the C of G live, which means as weight is
moved or added you can see the C of G change. It is really the only way to balance
the big boys.

Photos by Jon Eastman
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South Shore RC Flyers spring flying

Alan Smith reports: “A little bit “cool” but 1st flights of
the season are in.” These photos made March 22 and 24 th.
Photos by Rickard Daniels and Alan Smith
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Flying with Jim Cougle and FMAC friends.
Jim sent me some photos of flying
on the St. John river near his home
in Fredericton. Jim reports: “My
flying spot on the river is only five
minutes from my place behind a
commercial building where we can
fly with the owner's blessing. The
place is quite sheltered, no matter
which way the wind blows, so we
had great fun float flying there. “

Darrell Skidmore flying at the hatchery field near Fredericton. He
and I had a great time flying; it was warm with just a slight breeze.
Darrell has been flying for about 55 years and still has fun.
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St. John's R/C Flyers winter update
The St. John’s area got hit with a major Covid outbreak in March. This resulted
in everything going from a low Level 2 to an increase to Level 5 , the most
serious of levels. We had just seen the ponds freeze to a condition safe enough
to fly. Level 5 meant no group gatherings and frozen finger flys were out of the
question. That being said, Robert Dicks lives next to a pond where he normally
hosts a summer float fly. He was able to get out by himself for a morning of
flying. It doesn’t compare to the fun of having club members gather for a group
get together followed up with coffee and treats. The weather is changing lately
and although the Covid level is back to two, the ponds are starting to soften.
Here he took a photo of his one chance to fly.

Photos by Robert Dicks
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Keith Pierce’s Miles M20 build

Work on Keith Pierce’s scratch built Miles M20 is progressing nicely. This month he
concentrated on the wing build. After finishing the wing plan, he was able to cut the ribs,
spars, joiners and LG mounts. As seen here he has the basic framing completed including D
tube sheeting, and wing tubes for 3 piece wing are installed. The mounts for the fixed gear
are also completed. Next on the list for finishing is fabrication of ailerons, split flaps and
fibreglass wing tips. Photos by Keith Pierce.
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Steve Boulos Super Stearman
After 6 years sitting on a shelf, I finally got around to putting together my Great Planes
Super Stearman. I've always been a fan of biplanes and really liked the SS but was afraid
Great Planes would discontinue it, so I bought it with the intention of just putting it aside
for a few years. Sure enough, a year later, Great Planes dropped the plane from their
lineup. For an ARF, the plane is well constructed - strong where it needs to be and light
where it doesn't. I felt that the included 2-56 pushrods and control horns were too light for
the plane and replaced them with all 4-40 hardware. The fiberglass cowl and wheel pants
were beautifully finished but the covering on the entire plane needed a complete once
over with a sealing iron and heat gun. Ailerons are setup like the full size with pushrods
connecting the lower to the upper. Setting the correct wing incidence was a challenge and
some adjustments were required to get it right. The plane has a 72" wing span, Hitec 5645
digital servos, dual 6v rx batteries, and is powered by a DLE-RA 35cc engine. Final dry
weight was exactly 15 pounds so the DLE should pull it around nicely.

Photos by Steve Boulos
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—————————
—EASTERN
HELICOPTERS
100 Bosse Ave,
Edmundston N.B
Canada E3V 4A2
PH: (506)-737-8700
Fax (506)-737-8701
Email:
Info@VarioCanada.c
om

Mighty Small Cars
552 Windmill Road
Dartmouth, NS
902 423-9298
https://www.facebook
.com/Mighty-Small-C
ars-Limited-1519260
711625776/

Signal Hobbies,
www.signalhobbies.co
m
36 Pearson, St.
John's, NL A1A 3R1
709-722-7021
—————————

Great
Hobbies.

17 Glen Stewart
Drive
Stratford, PE.

Owner is Geoff
Davis.
—————————

Administration
and store are both
located at 17 Glen
Stewart Drive.

Maritime Hobbies
and Crafts
1521 Grafton St.
Halifax,
Nova Scotia, B3J
2B9
902-423-8870

http://www.greath
obbies.com
902-569-3262
1-800-839-3262

Some bits and bytes from the Zone

Mike Sebastion says: 3D printers are cool. Made a
workshop greeter and painted the bugger.
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FROM YOUR ZONE DIRECTOR

Hi everybody and welcome to the Spring.
Just a little note for you to please read the Safety Advisory Group insert in the JanuaryFebruary MAAC Magazine on page 9, it highlights the basic of the Safety rules that you
should know.
Another item that the Safety Advisory group has managed to secure, and it was just
voted on and accepted by the Board of Directors after the Legal department on both
sides had finally agreed to the wording.
This is an app for members to download to their phone.
AsPer Exemption conditions 3 and 12, MAAC and its members must be able to
determine the classification of airspace, both laterally and vertically, for any intended
RPAS operation. And to date MAAC has no easy means to do this, and members have
very little clear assistance or guidance.
The Safety Committee initially contacted AIM Robotics in the spring of 2020 with a view
towards finding an automated or semi-automated phone-based app that could meet our
Exemption needs. The safety committee has spent the spring and summer of 2020
beta -testing and otherwise working with the developers of this app to make it suitable
for MAAC. As of October 01, 2020, we believe the app advanced enough to be
released/used by the MAAC membership.
The key features of the RPAS Wilco app are:
 Provides real-time airspace classification information, based on current location,
both laterally and vertically. (Exemption conditions 3 & 12)
 Provides real-time proximity information relative to all CFS aerodromes and
waterdromes, based on current location. (Exemption conditions 4 &14)
 Provides planning tools for all the above, based on user defined information.
 Provides access to the most current version of NAV CANADA VFR Navigation
Charts (VNC) – without a NAV CANADA user subscription.
 Provides access to the most current version of NAV CANADA, Canada Flight
Supplement information – without a NAV CANADA user subscription.
 Provides other developmental options for future use, such as
individually customizable CHECKLISTS for each RPAS operation.
 Incident reporting options
 Individual airspace access request processing.
And it is free to all MAAC members, you will have to create an account with username
and password, more info will be provided when it’s ready to be launched.
That is, it for this month, the Annual General Meeting is as advertised in MAAC
Magazine on page 5, and the meeting is on Sunday, May 02, 2021, again it will be a
‘web based’ meeting, and the agenda and all the information you will require will be sent
out to all members by e-blast and by mail to the ones that do not have e-mail
addresses.
Take care and be safe.
Cato.

